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Historically, vehicle manufacturers and distributors have charged a separate fee for processing,
handling and delivering vehicles to dealerships. Toyota's charge for these services is called the
"Delivery, Processing and Handling Fee" and is based on the value of the processing, handling
and delivery services Toyota provides as well as Toyota's overall pricing structure and may be
subject to change at any time. Toyota may make a profit on the Delivery, Processing and
Handling Fee. Excludes taxes, license, title and available or regionally required equipment. The
published prices do not apply to Puerto Rico and the U. Virgin Islands. Actual dealer price will
vary. Actual mileage will vary. EPA ratings not available at time of posting. For more information
on mpg, please see Actual MPGe will vary. Battery capacity will decrease with time and use. See
Actual MPGe will vary depending upon driving conditions, how you drive and maintain your
vehicle, and other factors. For more information, see EPA estimates not available at time of
posting. Fueling time varies with hydrogen fueling pressure and ambient temperature. EPA
ratings not available at time of printing. Based on RAV4 Hybrid vs. Information from ToyotaCare
for Prius and Prius Prime covers normal factory scheduled maintenance for two years or 25,
miles, whichever comes first. Certain models require a different maintenance schedule as
described in their Maintenance Guide. Roadside Assistance does not include parts and fluids,
except emergency fuel delivery. See Toyota dealer for details and exclusions. Valid only in the
continental U. Test results are accurate as of the date noted, using the specified
audio-multimedia system grades, cell phone operating systems and mobile apps associated
with the respective vehicle. Phone performance depends on software version, cellular reception
and other factors not controlled by Toyota. Information will be updated on an ongoing basis as
new phones are constantly being tested. If your cell phone or operating system is not listed, it
may still be compatible, however we do not have results to display at this time. Please note that
Toyota does not make recommendations on phone carriers, manufacturers, models or
operating systems. Not all applicants will qualify. You may defer the first retail payment for up
to 90 days from the contract date up to 45 days in Pennsylvania. The amount of interest you pay
will increase because finance charges accrue from the contract date origination. Earned interest
over the first 90 days will be paid as interest according to your amortization schedule and will
not be waived or added to the principal. Available on new and Certified Used Toyotas. Maximum
term is 72 months. Individual dealer prices, other terms, and offers may vary. Void where
prohibited. Not compatible with iFi program. Contact your participating Toyota dealer for
details. The day program is offered June 2, through July 6, , and the day program in
Pennsylvania is offered June 2, through July 6, This offer requires approved credit and
financing through Southeast Toyota Finance. Payments may be deferred for up to the first 90
days from inception. Interest will accrue from inception and the total amount of interest you will
pay may be higher due to the deferment. Available on new Toyota vehicles only. Maximum
contract term is 75 months. May not be combined with certain other offers. See your
participating Toyota dealer for details. Must complete retail sale and take delivery from July 7,
through August 3, Use for comparison purposes only. Toyota's charge for these services is
called the "Delivery, Processing and Handling Fee" and is based on the value of the processing,
handling and delivery services Toyota provides as well as Toyota's overall pricing structure.
Dealer price will vary. AT and SR5 4x2 4-Cyl. AT and SR5 4x4 4-Cyl. ToyotaCare for Mirai covers
normal factory scheduled maintenance for three years or 35, miles, whichever comes first.
Roadside Assistance does not include parts and fluids. See an Authorized Fuel Cell Dealer for
details and exclusions. Both generations were built in Japan. The tC was introduced first in the
United States for the model year and then, beginning with the second generation in the model
year, in Canada as well. The name tC stands for "touring coupe. The tC was a spiritual
successor to the Celica intended to appeal to the millennial market. Standard equipment
included power windows, cruise control, air conditioning, keyless entry , mirror-mounted turn
signal lights, four-wheel anti-lock disc brakes, a watt Pioneer sound system with CD player, inch
alloy wheels, and a panoramic moonroof. The tC shares its chassis with the Avensis [7] [8] and
uses a MacPherson strut front and double wishbone rear suspension. This generation was not
sold in Canada. A bare-bones version of the tC known as the Spec Package was offered without
many of the standard accessories. The Spec Package was discontinued for the model year. The
tC received a minor facelift in for the model year that included a revised grille and new head and
taillights. The model was Scion's best seller, reaching over 79, units sold in , [9] but the car's
sales quickly dwindled by , only moving 15, units. Car and Driver praised the tC for its list of
accessories but criticized its low headroom in the backseat and limited cargo room. NHTSA
crash test ratings [13]. All Scion tCs come standard with 4-wheel disc brakes with anti-lock
brakes. For models, front seat-mounted side torso airbags , front and rear side curtain airbags ,
and a driver's knee airbag became standard. Front passenger classification was also added,
allowing dual stage control of airbag release dependent upon the weight of the passenger. It

received a performance bump; with the new engine being carried over from the Toyota Camry
being a 2. Visually, the second generation is a toned-down variant of the Scion Fuse concept,
featuring a similar rear quarter-panel window line to the concept but with xB-styled blacked-out
A-pillars. The headlights, taillights and grille received a makeover to make the car seem more
muscular and angular. A TRD Supercharger was originally offered for the car as well as a
special body kit by FiveAxis but both have since been discontinued. The tC remained popular in
the tuner market, with many aftermarket performance upgrades still being available. Initial sales
of the second generation tC fell short of expectations, and to coincide with the launch of the
Scion FR-S , the tC received a facelift for the model year. Inspired by the design of the FR-S, the
tC received updated headlamps, grille, LED taillights, inch alloy rims, body kit, a sport-tuned
suspension, reworked faster shifting transmission, sport-tuned shocks, and a new touch screen
audio system standard. It included a new silver color, silver seat belts, a solar-powered
illuminated shift knob, an LED Scion locator badge that lights up when the car is unlocked and a
sequentially numbered interior badge. The tC ended production in August after a final release
edition as part of the phasing out of Scion brand. NHTSA crash test ratings [30]. Currently TRD
produces performance parts such as lowering springs and racing struts, full coilover
suspension systems, performance brake kits, rear sway bars, front strut tower bars, limited-slip
differentials, upgraded clutches, axle-back exhausts and cold-air intakes for the Scion tC. Other
cosmetic accessories such as TRD branded valve covers and oil caps are also offered. Starting
in , Scion began making the supercharger with tamper-proof pulleys. Scion used a simplified
"pure price" sales model that eschewed traditional factory options in favor of fixed base-vehicle
pricing and buyer customization via dealer-installed accessories; [34] hence, the tC was offered
in a single standard trim, with exterior colors and the choice of transmission typically being the
only factory options. However, some limited-production special editions with added factory
equipment and exclusive colors were offered. Beginning in late spring , Scion launched the
Release Series RS line, limited quantities of their current vehicles pre-packaged with individual
numbered badging, exclusive accessories, and other special features. Their exterior colors were
bright hues i. The tC immediately became Scion's most popular model, representing almost half
of the brand's sales in its peak years from to , before being eclipsed by the redesigned xB in
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club was founded in , and play their home matches at the Stade Tourbillon. They have won the
Swiss Super League twice, and the Swiss Cup in 13 of their 14 appearances in the final, the
most recent being in The first team of the club was also known as their incorporated name
Olympique des Alpes SA. FC Sion were founded in by Robert Gilliard, who became club captain,
and played their first match the same year, a 3â€”2 win against FC Aigle. In , Sion formally
organised its managerial structure, with Gilliard becoming vice-president and Charles Aymon
taking the presidency. From , Sion played in the fourth tier of Swiss football, where they spent
much of the next 20 years, briefly interrupted by promotion to the third tier in , quickly followed
by relegation in In , Sion returned to the third tier. The 16, capacity Stade Tourbillon was
officially opened in August , but the club was relegated in Sion would go on to consistently
perform well in the Swiss Cup, with victories in against Young Boys , against Basel , against
Servette and against Young Boys. More success in the Swiss Cup followed, winning the
tournament in three consecutive years from with victories over Grasshopper , Servette and
Luzern. Their win against Luzern in secured Sion their only domestic double , having also won
the Swiss League. However, the club quickly fell into financial trouble, and having narrowly
avoided bankruptcy due to its purchase by Gilbert Kadji, the club suffered relegation in Despite
returning to the top division the following season, financial problems plagued the team,
culminating in relegation in , the departure of Kadji and a denial of a professional license in The
club was saved by architect and former footballer Christian Constantin , and they were
re-instated into the second division in October Constantin spent the following seasons

rebuilding the club, with the club going through 20 managers in the following eight years,
including taking the role himself twice, in a bid to financially stabilize. In , controversy came to
Sion when they signed Essam El Hadary , leading to a two-year "registration period" ban for
Sion from June , and an international playing ban for El Hadary for four months, [3] [4] due to
El-Hadary still being under contract at his former club Al Ahly. The hearing of the latter claim
was set on 24 November. On 31 October , Sion sent a complaint to the European Commission.
Previously, the civil court of Martigny and Saint-Maurice both of the city of Valais ordered FIFA
to confirm the signing of those six players on 3 August, a consequence of lawsuit brought out
by the players. Sion finished the â€”12 season in ninth place, which qualified them to the
relegation matches against Aarau , whom they defeated 2â€”1 on aggregate to stay in the Swiss
Super League. Without suffering their point deduction Sion would have finished in the third
place, which would have qualified them into the â€”13 UEFA Europa League. Prior to the start of
the â€”13 season , they made a major coup by signing Gennaro Gattuso and Kyle Lafferty , both
via free transfers. However, the club had a disappointing season which saw them change
coaches three times before settling on Gattuso to finish the season, ending in third place. Sion
held the distinction of having never lost a domestic cup final, with 13 wins in 13 appearances in
the Swiss Cup, until a defeat by Basel in the edition. Sion play their home matches at the
multi-purpose Stade Tourbillon , which has a capacity of 14, It was originally constructed in ,
and was renovated in and The club also has a training centre near its office in Martigny and a
youth development center in nearby Riddes. Players may hold more than one non-FIFA
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have become the latest to release a camouflage kit. It's a sub-genre of soccer jerseys with a
past as patchy as the actual designs. Swiss side FC Sion sacked nine first-team players on
Wednesday after they refused to take a pay cut due to the coronavirus outbreak. Sion president
Christian Constantin has been hit with a month stadium ban for slapping former Switzerland
coach Rolf Fringer. Sion president Christian Constantin, who was filmed slapping Rolf Fringer,
has said he is pressing charges against the former Switzerland coach. Swiss police have said
that Sion fans attacked the team bus of second-tier side Servette as it headed home from an
away match. Balotelli, 26, is not in Jurgen Klopp's plans at Anfield and has been linked with an
exit before the transfer window closes next week. Konate, 23, has been a target for a number of
Premier League clubs over the last few years after impressing for club and country. Braga
edged into the last 16 of the Europa League after claiming a aggregate victory over FC Sion.
Braga took a big step towards the last 16 of the Europa League with a win against Sion in
Switzerland. Liverpool claimed the point they needed to top their Europa League group with an
uninspiring goalless draw in Sion. Thursday's Europa League clash vs. Anto Grgic , M. Roberts
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old 12 0. Fickentscher 32 years old 9 0. Buchard 21 years old 0 0. Andersson 22 years old 0 0.
Vlasenko 19 years old 0 0. Bamert 22 years old 19 2. Kabashi 24 years old 1 0. Iapichino 30 years
old 13 0. Abdellaoui 28 years old 17 2. Lovisa 20 years old 1 0. Lacroix 28 years old 6 0. Wesley
20 years old 4 1. Ruiz 22 years old 13 0. Theler 20 years old 14 0. Senerine 20 years old 0 0. Zock
Abep 26 years old 10 1. Clemenza 23 years old 10 1. Baltazar 20 years old 9 0. Doldur 21 years
old 8 0. Araz 27 years old 10 0. Tosetti 29 years old 16 0. Ndoye 26 years old 15 0. Martinez 20
years old 2 0. Mauro Rodrigues 19 years old 0 0. Wakatsuki 19 years old 12 0. Karlen 27 years
old 19 4. Berdayes 17 years old 0 0. Khasa 23 years old 15 2. Hoarau 36 years old 12 0. Asani 20
years old 0 0. Tupta 22 years old 2 0. From low rates and popular products to limited-time
specials â€” you'll want to check these offers out. Manage your money while you're on the
move. Make deposits, transfer funds, pay bills and more. Connect your debit or credit card to
your smartphone and quickly make payments in-store or online. Explore articles about timely
topics and personal finances, from spending and saving to borrowing money. Get personalized
product, service and resource recommendations based on your unique goals and life stage.
Scient Federal Credit Union does not provide, is not responsible and assumes no liability for
any external site's content, information, products, services, privacy policies, security, or
external links. Please refer to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy for this external site for
specific information. Improving people's lives with creative solutions. Choose your goal to
receive customized product and resource recommendations:. Buying a Home Learn How.
Saving More Money Learn How. Preparing for Retirement Learn How. Getting a Vehicle Learn
How. Paying for large expenses Learn How. Protecting Your Assets Learn How. Creating a
Budget Learn How. Paying Off Debt Learn How. Solutions for Select a product, tool or resource
below. Choose another goal to get customized recommendations. See what's trending. Save up
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calculators. Run the numbers. Scient Blog. Read more. Solutions Finder. Learn more. Cancel
Continue. Look at what our members have to say about the Knights of Scion Free Company!
After having been mercilessly kicked from another FC with no warning Arthur and Sofi took me
in and gave me a placeâ€¦. That is what i love about the FCâ€¦. The Knights of Scion reminds me
of an old bar. You can come everyday or once in a while but it is still welcoming either way.
Some bigger FCs you get full pages of Spam but here you have a voice. Lastly, variety, you can
have your own thoughts and play-style without being stuck in one role or only one event
constantly. Love ya folks, All the Best! Basically the FC allows you to be yourself. On top of that
this FC has amazing people in it. None more so than the person who gave me a FC invite and
made me feel welcome. I will continue to remain in the FC because of an old saying. This FC is a
home. I have been with Art and some of you since we played XI. I have made many friends and
acquaintances along the way with you all. You have welcomed me back after long hiatus due to
real life issues like I had never been gone. This FC is a place I know I can ha
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ng my hat at the end of the day and unwind with either some of your silly humor or helping a
fellow member with something they need accomplished. Just shy of 7 years of Scions. I love the
diversity and teamwork. The acceptance that comes with it. The bonding over common loves
and appreciation of the story and content in this unique world. I have an appreciation for the
friendships I have made that go beyond just the in game world. We are an eclectic group and I
like that. Not a bunch of raiders or a bunch of RPers or a bunch of crafters. Because of the
range of expertise we have among us, we, as a collective, are able to help and support anyone
who wants help doing pretty much anything in FF Our strength comes from our individual
focuses used toward the greater good. You guys have been family to me since I joined even
when I disappeared I was still welcomed back warmly. You lot may rambunctious and loud but
you are all family to me. Share this: Twitter Facebook. Like this: Like Loading

